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Mechanical stress analysis helps optimize components throughout your application. Ever-lighter components are 

demanded at the same time as loadings are increasing requiring optimization of component materials and design. 

The information obtained from modeling then has to be validated in practical tests. To do this, the stresses in 

the loaded component have to be determined. 

Mechanical stress analysis – 
All-rounder MX1615 from QuantumX series results 
in reliable measurements
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A typical experimental mechanics application is to measure strain on a wind turbine blade 
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The amplifier is particularly important within the measuring 
chain. It has to amplify the tiny electrical output signals of 
the strain gauge so that they become usable. 
Interference effects such as changes in resistance within 
the measuring chain caused by temperature variations, 
cable effects, thermoelectric voltage or mains interference 
must be reliably compensated. There are additional demands 
on the amplifier. The measuring chain may need adjusting; 
quasi-static or dynamic measurements needed; 
time-synchronized measurement of temperatures, forces
and strains with different data rates; while the resolution 
must display the smallest measured values.

Until recently different technologies have been used to 
reliably meet these requirements. Amplifiers using three or 
four wire technology have been utilized to compensate for 
cable effects. DC amplifiers have ensured highly dynamic 
measurement. An additional, carrier frequency-based 
amplifier has been used in the event of external interference 
effects such as electromagnetic irradiation. Different trans-
ducer technologies needed to be implemented with 
different amplifiers.

Strain measurement of a gear unit

The stresses are determined by applying measured strains to 
the characteristic values of the material. Strain gauges (SG) 
are used to determine the strains. The strain gauge converts 
mechanical strain to electrical voltage. The complete meas-
uring chain comprises the sensor, which is usually a strain 
gauge, the amplifier and the data acquisition software.

Stress analysis of a concrete girder
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—  Carrier-frequency technology with 1,200 Hz carrier   
 frequency (400 Hz bandwidth)
‐
—  24-bit A/D converter per channel for the finest resolution
‐
—  TEDS support for plug-and-play functionality
‐
—  Connectors: Phoenix push-in terminals, RJ45 connector, 
     ODU connector for the tough IP67 version
‐
—  Centralized and distributed setup
‐
—  Integration into the QuantumX system and thus utmost
     flexibility for your application

Measurements under the influence of 50Hz interference with DC voltage 
(red line) and carrier frequency (blue line)

—  16 individually configurable, synchronized inputs
‐
—  Quarter bridge, half bridge and full bridge strain gauge  
 connection
‐
—  Internal shunt to adjust the measuring chain
‐
—  Electrical voltage, ±10-volt differential, 
     up to 30 V unipolar
‐
—  Temperature, PT100
‐
—  DC voltage technology with a data rate up to 19,200 Hz 
 (3,200 Hz bandwidth)

With the MX1615 from the QuantumX series, HBM has 
now rolled out an amplifier that combines all the 
necessary properties for measurement in experimental 
mechanics:



measure and predict with confidence

Tel.  +49 6151 803-0 
Fax +49 6151 803-9100
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www.hbm.com 
Email: info@hbm.com

The MX1615 is an integral component of the QuantumX series and can, of course, be used for 
centralized or distributed data acquisition (always close to the measuring point). HBM's MX1615 
from the QuantumX series provides a future-proof solution for experimental mechanics. 
Its integration into the overall system of the QuantumX family ensures the utmost flexibility 
of application.
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For more information, go to...

                   www.hbm.com/mx1615

MX1615 bridge amplifier from HBM, with push-in connection clamps
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